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• Brain-based disorders are leading drivers of 
preventable deaths

Suicide Rates Climbing: CDC Report
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The Problem



Mental Disorders are Chronic and Disabling

Source: WHO 2008

Source: WHO 2008

• Brain-based disorders are leading drivers of 
disability worldwide 

Behavioral 
contributions to 
poor medical 
outcomes:
Depression, stress, 
diet, exercise, 
smoking, treatment 
compliance

The single best way 
to improve overall

health is to improve 
brain health
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• Brain-based disorders are leading drivers of    
disability worldwide 

• Gaps in knowledge of the causes of many brain-
based disorders
– No biomarkers yet found to aid individual diagnosis
– Impedes diagnosis and stymies treatment 

development
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• Emerging brain science 
– shedding light on the circuits and dynamics

underlying brain-based disorders

The Promise

Structure

Mental Disorders as Neural Circuit Disorders 

Mapping the Human Connectome

Wedeen et al., Science, 2012
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Personal View

Putative biotype 1: rumination
Resting-state analyses of depression have shown a 
consistent profi le of functional overactivation and 
hyperconnectivity of the default mode circuit in 
depression.25,26 Hyperfunctioning of the default mode 
circuit in major depressive disorder has been associated 
with higher levels of maladaptive rumination about 
depressive thoughts (fi gure 2).26 Anatomical ab-
normalities might contribute to default mode circuit 
hyper-function. Structurally, major depressive disorder 
has been associated with disruptions to both grey matter27 
and white matter28 within the default mode circuit, 
particularly within the posterior sub-network.

Salience circuit
The so-called salience circuit is defi ned by core nodes in 
the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), anterior insula, and 
sublenticular extended amygdala4 (fi gure 1). This circuit 
detects salient changes in the environment, both 
interoceptive and external. When these changes are 
detected, the salience circuit might signal the need for 
additional processing and initiation of appropriate 
cognitive control.4,29 

In addition to the salience circuit, a distinct cingulo-
opercular circuit has also been defi ned. The circuit is 
defi ned by nodes in the anterior medial prefrontal cortex, 
dorsal ACC, anterior insula, frontal operculum, and 
anterior thalamus, and is implicated in the detection of 
potential mismatches and confl ict.4 These regions and 
functions show overlap with the default mode and 
salience circuits even though the cingulo-opercular 
circuit is articulated as a distinct circuit.4

Putative biotype 2: anxious avoidance
Insula hypoconnectivity within the salience circuit has 
been noted in depression, social anxiety disorder, and 
panic disorder (fi gure 2).23,30 It has been inversely 
associated with symptom severity.23 Insula–amygdala 
hypoconnectivity, which is correlated with anxious 
avoidance, has also been observed (fi gure 2).23 Hyper-
connectivity between the insula and anterior nodes of the 
default mode circuit (fi gure 2) has been reported in both 
depression23 and social anxiety disorder.30 Dorsal nodes of 
the salience circuit show both hyper connectivity and 
hypoconnectivity with the posterior precuneus node of 
the attention circuit (fi gure 2).31 The direction of altered 
connectivity between salience and attention circuits can 
fl uctuate with the nature of interoceptive or external 
events, consistent with the view that the salience-circuit 
guides the switching of attention according to stimulus 
importance. These salience circuit dysfunctions might 
contribute to so-called anxious avoidance biotypes 
characterised by diffi  culty distinguish ing relevant salient 
cues and an avoidance of situations that could generate 
interoceptive or environmental stimulus overload.

Negative aff ect circuit
The circuit engaged by negatively valenced stimuli 
comprises subcortical nodes in the amygdala, brainstem 
regions, hippocampus, insula, and both dorsal and 
ventral prefrontal nodes—ie, dorsal medial prefrontal 
cortex, dorsal ACC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex, and 
ventral (subgenual and pregenual)-rostral ACC 
connections (fi gure 1).14,32 Dorsal and rostral nodes have 
been preferentially implicated in appraisal and expression 

Figure 2: Proposed taxonomy of putative biotypes of neural circuit dysfunction for depression and anxiety based on published work
The proposed phenotype associated with each proposed neural dysfunction is mentioned above each type of dysfunction. aMPFC=anterior medial prefrontal cortex. 
AG=angular gyrus. PCC=posterior cingulate cortex (includes precuneus). dACC=dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. aI=anterior insula. TP=temporal pole. 
SLEA=sublenticular extended amygdala. ACC/MPFC=dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (includes dorsal ACC and vMPFC, including ventral—subgenual and pregenual—
and rostral ACC). msPFC=medial superior prefrontal cortex. LPFC=lateral prefrontal cortex. aIPL=anterior inferior parietal lobule. MPFC=medial prefrontal cortex. 
vMPFC=ventromedial prefrontal cortex. OFC=orbitofrontal cortex. ACC=anterior cingulate cortex. DLPF=dorsoateral prefrontal cortex (includes anterior prefrontal 
cortex and inferior frontal cortex). PCG=precentral gyrus. DPC=dorsal parietal cortex.
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• Emerging brain science 
• Emerging targets for therapeutic intervention

– Circuits

Williams, Lancet Psychiatry 2016
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Lustenberger et al Current Biology 2016
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• Emerging brain science 
• Emerging targets for therapeutic intervention
• Emerging brain tools
• Next Generation brain tools on the way

– Brain Research through Advancing Innovative 
Neurotechnologies® (BRAIN) Initiative

The Promise

Source Human 
Connectome Project

Next-gen tools to probe 
neural control of 
thoughts, feelings, 
movements

Brainbow
transgenes.  
Credit: Joshua 
Sanes, Ph.D., 



• Emerging brain science 
• Emerging targets for therapeutic intervention
• Emerging brain tools
• Next Generation brain tools on the way

– Brain Research through Advancing Innovative 
Neurotechnologies® (BRAIN) Initiative

– Goal: to revolutionize understanding of the 
human brain by accelerating development 
and application of innovative technologies 

The Promise
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• Noninvasive NeuroMod Tool Development and 
Optimization
– RFA-MH-17-240: BRAIN Initiative: Non-Invasive 

Neuromodulation - New Tools and Techniques for 
Spatiotemporal Precision

– RFA-MH-17-245: BRAIN Initiative: Non-Invasive 
Neuromodulation - Mechanisms and Dose/Response 
Relationships for Targeted CNS Effects (R01)

NextGen Tools
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• Optimal dosing unknown, infinite parameter space
– Conventional “Dosing dogma” is misleading 
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• Optimal dosing unknown, infinite parameter space 
– Spatial targeting – where to put it
– Temporal targeting – how to tune it
– Controlling context – state of brain at time of stim
– Interactions of all of the above

Frequency, train 
duration, pulse shape

E-field 
distribution

Delivered Dose
Endogenous & task-
related activity, 
oscillatory phase, 
sleep/wake cycle, 
meds, social context

Context of Use

The Pitfalls
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Depression, Anxiety, 
Psychosis, Addictions, 
Traumatic Brain Injury, 
Autism, Pain, DementiaTDCS/TACSTMS

Are we asking the right question?
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Are we asking the right question?

TDCS/TACSTMS

Exogenously Applied
Extracellular Currents

Endogenously Generated

Emerging role of abnormal neural oscillations in psychiatric disorders


